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NBA 2013-2014 of the new season finally kicked off today, as a game on the first day of the most notable, the defending champion
Miami heat ushered in the return of the king Ross led the bulls to challenge in the home court. In order to meet the arrival of the
opening war, Jordan Brand for the heat of the Ray Allen created a pair of Air Jordan 11 "Ring Ceremony" PE, in order to celebrate
the veteran two won the championship. Which shoes to Bai Jinhong color, this also with the opening special color war Jersey heat
match, the whole shoe luxury, Ray Allen Logo and 34, respectively in the back heel and tongue, the tongue of the inner side of the two
respectively with 2008 and 2013 words, Ray Allen this is the two championship year. 

in 1995, Reebok launched the the Insta Pump Fury Road, which is the beginning of the Pump series. In 1996, Reebok removed Insta
from the shoes name, changed the shoes to "Pump Fury", and added Hexalite (honeycomb cushion) to the sole, and Pump Fury took
the fate of the trend in the past ten years. From Paris, London, Tokyo, New York to Los Angeles, this shoe has appeared on T and
runway all over the world. Since 1997, Reebok has introduced some limited edition and color models. If you are a friend with long
shoes, you should remember the Pump Fury which was introduced by Reebok for Jackie Chan in 1997. By 2000, REEBOK had
made modifications to the Pump Fury, adding DMX technology to the sole. And continue to introduce new, limited editions, and
Pump Fury is like the only old monster in the Reebok treasury. 

maybe this is the most colorful and changeable pair in Pump Fury, right? For next year's opening of the London Olympic Games,
formerly known as the British brand Reebok will launch a series of limited edition shoes, the first wave of Pump Fury London has
been so big, with the colors of the five Olympic rings, Pump Fury London became the most colourful family in a double. 

Product Name: 
Reebok Pump Fury Color: Black/Blue-Red-Green-Yellow
Listing Date: 2012
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